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Managing a chronic illness can be challenging, and developing effective coping strategies to overcome difficulties is essential for maintaining health, balance and happiness. Type 1 diabetes is one of the most common chronic illnesses of childhood and requires a complex and demanding treatment regimen. While the large majority of childhood diabetes is type 1, there are increasing numbers of adolescents with type 2 diabetes who, requiring a similar treatment regimen, are subject to comparable risk factors for stress. Frequent administration of insulin, checking blood glucose levels, and treating high and low blood sugars are all a part of daily life with diabetes. Children with diabetes and their families must also coordinate these tasks with dietary intake and physical activity. Other aspects of diabetes management include attendance at regularly scheduled diabetes care appointments in clinics and hospitals, monitoring risk and treatment for medical complications and actively supporting a healthy immune system in order to prevent infections. These tasks are demanding and can be disruptive and stressful, illustrating how children living with diabetes and their families have a number of stresses that children living without diabetes do not experience.

Living with diabetes can feel overwhelming for parents and children because constant vigilance is required for proper care. Childhood diabetes means that no food is supposed to be consumed without understanding: the carbohydrate level, how much insulin to take, waiting for an effect, and problem solving if numbers are too high or low. Additionally, as children age, there may be social functions that they may miss altogether or participate in a limited fashion because of their condition. For example, some children are excluded from friends’ sleepovers, birthday parties, and summer camps because of fears from other parents and adults. Parents of children with diabetes may feel obligated to educate their child’s school at the beginning of the year, and advocate throughout the year by speaking with teachers, principals, and school nurses. Many children report feeling singled out and different from their peers. There is a range of reported experiences: some children have a network of very supportive friends and classmates, while others are bullied and teased.

In addition to these obvious stresses, there are also more subtle difficulties that often include family stress. Often in young children, it is the parents who are managing the child’s diabetes and, therefore, parental roles often include reminders about and supervision of all diabetes related tasks. Parents work very hard to promote development as with any other child while maintaining safety and health now and in the future. Even so, children can report feeling that parents ‘nag them’ or chastise them more than siblings. This can lead to increased arguments and tension between parents and youth. There can also be tensions with siblings, and the feeling that parental concerns are all centred on the child with diabetes.
studies of quality of life, family members report limitations and anxiety related to living with someone with diabetes. For all of these reasons, it is no surprise that children with diabetes have a higher risk of developing depression, anxiety, and psychological challenges than children without diabetes.

Children with diabetes experience higher rates of depression and other emotional problems than the general population. Specifically, about 15-25% of adolescents with type 1 diabetes experience depression compared to 14.3% in children without a chronic illness, which translates into a rate 2-3 times that found in the general adolescent population. Recent reports also suggest that youth with type 2 diabetes are at equal risk if not higher risk than youth with type 1 diabetes for these psychological challenges. Depressive symptoms are particularly worrisome in youth with type 1 diabetes, given that on the lower end of risk these symptoms are related to poor self-care and on the higher end of risk are related to suboptimal glycaemic care and even recurrent diabetes hospitalizations.

One possible link that explains why depressive symptoms are related to poorer diabetes health outcomes is through self-efficacy. Those with higher depressive symptoms have lower self-efficacy, or the belief that they cannot control their diabetes. If you feel a lack of control it can lead to making unhealthy decisions because you feel that whatever you do, it will not change the outcome. Finally, depression and depressive symptoms not only relate to negative disease outcomes, but are also related to poor overall functioning and low perceived quality of life. Signs of depression can include sadness, apathy, distractibility, lethargy, sleep disturbances, appetite changes, low motivation, not participating in previously enjoyed activities, and thoughts about suicide. For young children, other common symptoms of depression are irritability, anger, tantrums, and aches and pains such as stomach ache or headache. When these occur it is important to talk with a healthcare team about them. In some cases, families may need to seek out mental health services to talk more thoroughly with a professional who can help develop positive coping strategies.

For people with diabetes, there is also the risk of developing diabetes distress, which includes negative feelings that are directly related to diabetes. For example, feeling extreme frustration with blood sugars, feeling bogged down by the daily management tasks, or feeling isolated in the diabetes experience. Prolonged diabetes distress can lead to ‘diabetes burnout,’ a term used to encompass the feeling of being unable to cope with diabetes. There may be other general depressive symptoms, or the feeling may be solely related to diabetes. With diabetes distress, patients are at increased risk of poor coping skills, poor problem-solving skills and poor self-care. These are the fundamental building blocks toward successfully navigating both diabetes management and other stresses that arise; therefore successful coping skills need to be fostered. Diabetes burnout is less likely to occur when a person feels supported by those around them, talks regularly to his or her medical team about these feelings, and is connected with other children and families with diabetes.

Although less prevalent than depressive and distress symptoms, there is evidence that children with diabetes are also at elevated risk of anxiety symptoms and have rates estimated between 13-17%. Anxiety can negatively impact children and their families in various ways. Fears of specific diabetes events like future hypoglycaemic episodes can contribute to heightened levels of stress and general anxiety overall. Parents also lose a great deal of sleep checking overnight blood sugars and worrying about trends toward lows. For the person living with diabetes, any level of increased anxiety is negatively related to the quality of glycaemic control, making diabetes self-management more difficult. Constantly worrying can weigh on children, and at worse, can lead to feeling helpless and being unable to manage diabetes. When children or
parents voice worries about diabetes, whether they seem reasonable or not, they should be heard. Sometimes a worry can be addressed through more education and sometimes a concern needs the help of a trained mental health professional. However, listening to parents and children and validating their concerns and worries is an excellent first step to reassuring them that diabetes can be managed and people with diabetes can thrive in life.

**The presence of diabetes in a child’s life can increase risks for stress and distress.**

Although these risks do exist, it is important to note that by and large, children with diabetes are resilient. Studies have found that after an initial spike in psychological problems following diagnosis, by 12 months post diagnosis, many of the symptoms have alleviated. Another group followed children six years post diagnosis and found that on average negative symptoms increased directly after diagnosis, but these symptoms largely dissipated after a year. Following this, some symptoms did increase again with greater duration of disease shown with a moderate elevation of depressive symptoms for both boys and girls and an increase in anxiety for girls. However, during this six year period, the average levels of symptoms were lower than the means reported for normative samples, and lower than cut offs for clinically significant diagnosis. There are specific things that can improve resilience in children with diabetes: increasing communication in the family can lead to more perceived emotional support and empathy from parents, leading to more positive interactions. Social support is also another important factor. When people in their social circle like teachers, friends, and extended family understand and support diabetes management, this can buffer potential barriers like discomfort associated with administering insulin.

In summary, the presence of diabetes in a child’s life can increase risks for stress and distress in the child and family. These stresses should be assessed and programmes should be in place for their prevention and treatment if they arise. Working alongside a psychologist or social worker with advanced training in diabetes can be a major help to children and families. However, listening to families and validating and addressing their concerns will always remain the first step in helping families achieve a balance with diabetes and thriving.
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